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The Muni System
• Over 700,000 daily riders – more than BART, Caltrain, 

AC Transit and SamTrans combined

• Over 25% of all trips – and 33% of commute trips – in 
San Francisco are made by transit 

• Over 80% of Muni trips are by bus and surface rail
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Challenges

• San Francisco is growing

• Muni service is subject to gaps and delays

• Riders expect more

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Growth:Jobs and population growth have created greater transit demand and new travel patternsSlow speeds:Causes: Growing traffic, closely spaced stops, lack of transit priority on many streetsRiders expect more: Alternative services provide fast, reliable, customer-friendly transportationReal-time arrival information, mobile payment, easy trip planning are now expectations, not nice-to-have’s
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Muni Forward

• Improving reliability: Over 50 miles of reliability improvements, like 
transit-only lanes, bus bulbs and traffic signals that stay green for transit

• Creating a Rapid Network: More Rapid lines and expanded frequency 

• More service: 10% service increase since 2015 and new connections

• Brand new fleet: All-new bus and rail vehicles

• Equity: A focus on improving service in Equity Strategy neighborhoods
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Most Muni Forward projects also overlap with the Vision Zero high-injury network. Muni Forward addresses pedestrian and bicycle safety on these corridors as well as transit reliability.On corridors like Taraval, where we’ve made major improvements, we’ve seen significant reductions. Clear zones have kept people from getting hit getting off stops.Mission Street has also seen a reduction in collisions as a result of improvements from Muni Forward.
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5 Fulton Rapid Project

Traffic circle Traffic signals

Transit bulbs Ped island and flashing beacon

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We have made a series of improvements in the past decade that have transformed this transit corridors for riders.2009 we extended evening service to Transbay Terminal2011 McAllister was concerted to a 2 way street saving 3 minutes on the average transit trip2013 we launched the 5 Fulton Rapid service that reduced travel times along McAllister by up to 7 minutes for the Rapid riders and reduced crashes on Fulton between Masonic and Shrader2015 increased frequency during rush hours and mid-day to reduce crowding2016 introduced 60’ buses on the 5R to reduce crowding2017-2018 implemented capital changes to reduce transit travel time along the corridor including installing bus bulbs at Rapid stops, traffic signals at various locations on Fulton (west of Park Presidio and east of Arguello) and McAllister.  These improvements have resulted in a 60% increase in ridership (equating to over 9,000 added daily boarding’s) along the corridor. Additionally, in a rider survey conducted in 2017, we found that 90% of riders were satisfied with the 5/5R service, 66% agreed that it is less crowded than when they first started riding it and 15% stated that they previously drove before switching to the 5 Rapid.
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9 Rapid Improvements
• Transit priority on nearly 

the entire route
• Expanded Rapid service
• Larger, more spacious 

vehicles
• Pedestrian safety features

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Results: Major increases in ridership over a 10-year period. 
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Results

• Ridership increased 8% over two years on Rapid bus
• 8 Bayshore corridor: 11% ridership increase
• Mission/Van Ness corridor: 11% ridership increase
• Geary corridor: 6% ridership increase

• Route changes made connections more direct
• 35 Eureka to Glen Park BART: ridership increased 38% 
• 29 Sunset realignment: saved 4,000 riders 3-4 minutes
• 18 48th Ave. and 57 Parkmerced realignment: ridership 

increased 14% 
• 28/28R 19th Ave. realignment: ridership increased 28%

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rapid ridership source: Spring 2018 ridership dataRed lanes:Church Street, reduced travel times by about 15%, 3rd Street South of Market, transit lane violations were reduced by up to 55%. 



Construction Underway
Under construction

• N: Irving Street

• 7: Haight Street

• 8/9: San Bruno Avenue

• 38: Geary Phase 1

• 28: Lombard Street

Starting in 2019

• L: Taraval Street

• 22: 16th Street

• 28: 19th Avenue
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Recently approved: 30 Stockton -- 3rd St.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open house Nov. 8 About 90 attendeesVery positive feedbackMTAB: December 18Early implementation: late 2019



Recently approved: 27 Bryant
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Open house Nov. 10About 30 attendeesGenerally positive feedbackMTAB: Late February



Recently approved: Geary Rapid
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6-month Board item look-ahead

• West Portal Pilot

• 30 Stockton service 
extension to Presidio

• 12 Folsom service to 
Rincon Hill

• New Dogpatch service 
to replace 22 Fillmore

• 54 Felton realignment



Starting Outreach in Coming Year

• Church Street

• 5: Inner Richmond

• 14: Downtown

• 30: Fourth St.

• 8: Visitacion Valley
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The Future of Muni Forward
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Next five yearsComplete outreach on remaining Rapid projects (rail lines; Stockton and Columbus; Outer Mission; Geneva; California)Integration of Muni Forward and Equity Strategy principles into day-to-day planningBeyondContinued improvements on the Rapid Network to achieve a vision of Rapid Network service that travels between stops with almost no delay
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